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This time, thereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s no escape from The Realm.The MindWar Realm is a computerized world

created by a deranged terrorist named Kurodar. Built through a link between KurodarÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

mind and a network of supercomputers, The Realm is a pathway through which the madman can

project himself into any computer system on the planet.Twice before, Rick Dial has entered the

Realm as a Mind Warrior and come back alive. But now, something has gone terribly wrong. A

connection has formed in RickÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s brain that sends him hurtling into The Realm without his

consentÃ¢â‚¬â€•and brings the RealmÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s monsters into the Real World.As Kurodar works to

turn RickÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s brain to his own purposes, RickÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s waking and sleeping life is ravaged

by terrors he never imagined.Rick knows he has no choice but to face The RealmÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s final

and most powerful protector. But can Rick destroy MindWar without destroying himself and the

people he loves?
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I've been reading Andrew Klavan's books since "The Last Thing I remember" (the first of his

"Homelanders" series) and he's always delivered excellent work. The "Mindwar" trilogy is no

exception. I read the first of this trilogy in about two days (I am a super fast reader) and loved it!

Then I read "Hostage Run" (book 2) in two days. The story got even better!! And finally, I got "Game

Over" this week and I read it in one sitting over the course of 7 hours. I couldn't put it down!!I love

how Andrew Klavan puts in great moments within the craziness of the plot. Moments in which the

characters pause and talk about real emotions. And I love that Andrew Klavan puts in truth from the

Bible. It's so wonderfully refreshing and encouraging. Rick Dial (the main character in "Mindwar")

has a couple of wonderful scenes with his Mom where she encourages him to trust God and not his

brain. Good advice! Now, every time I do something stupid, I say to myself 'Don't trust your brain!'

:)This book is a wonderful finish to an epic and exciting trilogy! A must read!!

Ex-high school QB, Rick Dial, must enter the Mind War realm yet again. The evil genius Kurodar,

although defeated, has not been destroyed. The virtual realm he has created using supercomputers

linked to his mind has obtained access into the very minds of his enemies. Now, using this toehold

and his web of spies, the madman has gained control of a super laser and prepares to fry most of

North America. Only Rick and the girl he has come to find might be more than he realized can battle

the terrorist in the Mind War Realm and save the country in the real world. But can he accomplish

his quest without destroying himself andIn his conclusion to The MindWar Trilogy, Andrew Klavan

does not disappoint. With another high action sci-fi thriller, he delves into the inner minds of both the

hero and the antagonist with insight and imagination as these two minds, one flawed, one totally

corrupt do battle. The highly creative setting, plot twists and nice romantic element, make Game

Over a fun and satisfying read.

The trilogy is a worthy successor to Klavan's previous young people's fiction - the plot lines and

characters develop and grow, surprises lurk around every corner, and though this is a cliche the

books really are page turners; from the young disillusioned mind's first entry into an ugly mind, to

the somewhat Potter-esque finish, a very fine work. I hope to see more from Klavan and to see

these fine works rendered in visual media.

Though sci-fi is not my choice of genre, I appreciated the underlying truths of the fight between good

and evil, the power of faith over fear, and the freedom of truth.



Despite Klavan's unwillingness to explain Book 2's cliffhanger quite as quickly as I would have liked

:) the entire trilogy is a 5-star read. Now that you don't have to wait for the next book to appear, it

may even be worth six stars!

Good read. Sometimes a bit detailed, but I needed to finish the trilogy.Was the other two in paper

versions.

The inside battles, we all face, don't need to be fought alone. The truth shall set you free. You are

never alone. Have faith in the one true God.

My 16 year old really enjoyed this book!
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